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A set of warm plasma dispersion relations appropriate to a large class of electro- 
magnetic plasma simulation codes is derived. The numerical Cherenkov instability is 
shown by analytic and numerical analysis of these dispersion relations to be the most 
significant nonphysical effect involving transverse electromagnetic waves. The in- 
stability arises due to a spurious phase shift between resonant particles and light waves, 
caused by a basic incompatibility between the Lagrangian treatment of particle positions 
and the Eulerian treatment of particle velocities characteristic of most PIC-CIC al- 
gorithms. It is demonstrated that, through the use of canonical momentum, this mismatch 
is alleviated sufficiently to completely eliminate the Cherenkov instability. Collateral 
effects on simulation accuracy and on other numerical instabilities appear to be minor. 

I. INTR~DUC~~N 

The standard PIC-CIC plasma simulation scheme [l] is, in effect, an algorithm 
for solving numerically a system of hyperbolic partial differential equations, 
namely Vlasov’s equation and Maxwell’s equations. Thus, in common with other 
methods for treating such systems, particle codes are numerically unstable, if 
wmax dt is too large. Here, urnsx is the maximum normal mode frequency of the 
linearized system of equations, and dt is the integration time step. Such constraints 
on d t are often referred to as Courant conditions. In this sense, particle codes 
are subject to two Courant conditions. If At, measured in units of opl (w, the 
plasma frequency), is greater than about 1.5, then the electrostatic [2] and electro- 
magnetic [3] plasma modes independently become numerically unstable. Otherwise, 
if At/Ax exceeds some constant, typically unity, short wavelength light waves 
become unstable. Here, Ax (in units of C/W,) is the characteristic size of a cell of 
the spatial grid. 

There are, however, additional numerical instabilities unique to particle codes. 
These instabilities arise from a basic incompatibility between the Lagrangian 
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treatment of particle positions and the Eulerian treatment of particle velocities 
and of electromagnetic fields. Spatial aliasing is a straightforward example, The 
simulation particles, distributed essentially continuously over the grid, can 
support an itinite set of wavevectors, ki = 2rli/L<, -CO < Ii < 00. The fields, 
defined only at mesh points, can support but a finite subset, -Nil2 < Ii < Ni/2, 
of these wavevectors. Consequently, particle modes related by ki’ = ki + 2nvi/Axi, 
--co < vi < co, are coupled via the fields. Here, Axi and Ni are the cell length 
and the number of cells in direction i, with Li = Ni Axi . This effect has been 
studied in detail for electrostatic simulations [4, 51, where it gives rise to severe 
numerical problems, if the mesh cells are too large. Often the numerical instability 
resembles a legitimate two-stream instability. Presumably, spatial aliases also can 
drive spurious Weibel instabilities in electromagnetic simulations, though none 
have been reported. 

A second manifestation of the Lagrangian-Eulerian dichotomy in particle codes 
is the numerical Cherenkov instability [3, 61. The disparate treatment of particle 
positions and velocities leads to two distinct finite difference representations of 
w - k . v appearing in the electromagnetic dispersion relations for a simulation 
plasma. Because these two terms fail to cancel, a nonphysical pole is introduced, 
usually tending to destabilize the simulation. Aliases compound the problem. 
Should a light wave come into resonance with the pole, the results often are 
catastrophic [3]. 

People have, over the years, learned to cope with these numerical difficulties, 
usually by judicious choices of simulation parameters but occassionally by minor 
modifications of the differencing schemes [6-lo]. Nonetheless, actually to eliminate 
their root causes remains a desirable goal. In this connection, the distinction made 
above between numerical limitations common to all differencing schemes for hyper- 
bolic systems and those peculiar to particle codes as currently implemented is 
worth recalling. Although attempts to overcome the former may prove futile, it 
seems likely that significant progress in dealing with the latter is attainable. 

One obvious apprach is to employ Eulerian differencing throughout, thereby 
eliminating both the Cherenkov instability and instabilities due to spatial aliases. 
However, the end result is not a particle code at all but rather a fluid code of the 
sort used in treating hydrodynamics problems. In general, such codes are considered 
unacceptable for plasma simulation, because of their excessive dispersiveness and 
consequent poor fine-scale resolution (Note, however, that several methods for 
reducing dispersion have recently been proposed. See, e.g. Ref. [II].) It appears 
also that particle codes are computationally more economical for studying plasmas. 

Afirst step in the opposite direction involves determining velocities from canonical 
momenta instead of by direct integration. In this way, computation of particle 
velocities becomes partially Lagrangian. Interestingly, the change is just sufficient 
to make the two representations of w - k * v mentioned above equal, even 
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including alias effects. (Alias contributions to other numerical instabilities are, 
unfortunately, not affected.) Thus, the numerical Cherenkov instability is totally 
eliminated. As an additional advantage, the form of the linear dispersion relations 
is simplified slightly. 

To illustrate these various points, we begin in Section 2 by deriving a generic 
dispersion relation for multidimensional electromagnetic plasma computer 
simulations with no external fields. Great generality is possible primarily due to 
strong constraints placed on particle code algorithms by the underlying physics. 
That most codes use essentially identical methods of integrating the particle 
equations of motion also contributes to ease in obtaining generality. Periodic 
boundary conditions are assumed, a small but not necessarily insignificant limi- 
tation. Section 3 briefly considers each of the terms in the dispersion relation likely 
to cause numerical instability. Because of the severe coupling of effects in multi- 
dimensional simulations, a complete analysis is not possible. Nonetheless, an 
investigation limited to one-dimensional simulations yields some useful insights. 
The calculations of Sections 2 and 3 are reproduced in abbreviated form in 
Section 4 for the canonical momentum approach. (For completeness, an imple- 
mentation of this algorithm is given in the Appendix.) From both the linear 
dispersion relations and the results of actual simulations, it is evident that the 
Cherenkov instability has been overcome. (REL, the code used, is a highly 
modified version of EMI, described in [12].) Finally, we observe in Section 5 that 
exact energy and momentum conservation are in general impossible in either 
conventional algorithms [l, 131 or the canonical momentum algorithm, because 
currents and forces are defined at different times. 

This paper is, in some sense, intended as a sequel to Ref. [3], attempting to 
resolve several questions left unanswered there. In general, the notation remains 
the same, although the expression w + k . v has been replaced by w - k * v to 
conform with standard usage. All calculations are performed for nonrelativistic 
plasma simulations. Generalization to relativistic plasmas [14] should be straight- 
forward, though perhaps not very rewarding, since the basic numerical effects are 
not expected to change significantly. Nonetheless, it may be that relativistic particle 
distributions emphasize different aspects of the numerical stability problem. 

2. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC DISPERSION RELATION 

In studying a number of apparently quite dissimiliar particle code algorithms, 
we have found their dispersion relations to be very much the same [3]. We shall 
expand upon this observation by developing a dispersion relation general enough 
to encompass most PIC-CIC nonrelativistic electromagnetic plasma simulation 
codes currently in use. The derivation is heuristic in the sense that the final result 
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possesses a wider range of validity than any of the steps leading up to it. Nonethe- 
less, three basic limitations appear as the calculation proceeds. First, the time 
integration scheme for the particle equations of motion may vary from the standard 
leap-frog scheme [I] by terms of order no lower than (FAt)2, where F represents 
any self-consistent field quantity and dt is the integration time step. Second, 
finite difference approximations to derivatives in Maxwell’s equations must be 
employed in a reasonably consistent fashion. Third, the spatial grid must be 
rectangular, uniform, and periodic. The first of these is necessary to give some 
definiteness to the final result. The second requires, among other things, that space 
and time differences commute and that certain common vector identities are 
satisfied. It does not, however, preclude use of high-order approximations to the 
Laplacian [7, 151 or of smoothing of short wavelength field fluctuations. The third 
assumption allows the equations to be spatially decomposed by Fourier transform. 
Relaxing this requirement causes no difficulty in principle, but complicates the 
algebra immensely. 

We begin by treating Maxwell’s equations, expressed in terms of the scalar 
and vector potentials, tj and A, 

g A - V2A = j - VA, (2) 

where .A is the completely arbitrary gauge parameter [ 161, 

n=$+V.A. (3) 

The electric and magnetic fields, E and B, are given by 
a 

E=-V+zA, (4) 

B=VxA. (5) 
Units are chosen such that both the speed of light and the plasma frequency are 
unity. If, now, these differential equations are replaced by corresponding finite 
difference equations and the difference equations Fourier transformed, we obtain 
expressions of the form 

[co2 - k2] 4 = -p - i[o]/l, (6) 
[co” - k2] A = -j - @Id, (7) 

LI = -i([o] 4 - I&] - A), (8) 
E = --i([kl 4 - bl A), (9) 
B = ip] x A. (10) 
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Brackets around quantities designate their finite difference representations. Note 
that some quantities may have multiple representations in the same differencing 
scheme, although we do not explicitly take account of this possibility. 

For internal conistency of Eqs. (l)-(3), the charge and current densities, p and j, 
must satisfy the continuity equation 

V-j = 0. (11) 

When, as in most codes, this equation does not follow automatically from the 
mesh interpolation algorithm (for exceptions, see, e.g., [17]), one must appro- 
priately adjust the longitudinal (i.e., curl-free) component of the current. Failure 
to do so, in addition to impairing accuracy, introduces a spurious low-frequency 
longitudinal mode, which may, under certain circumstances, lead to instability. 
It is equivalent to correct the current explicitly, to adjust the vector potential 
according to Eq. (3) [18], or to demand simply that V * E = p [19]. In any case, 
we find after a short calculation that 

j = i + [kl(bl P - Fl * 3/[k12, (12) 

where i is the original, uncorrected current. The new current j, as defined in Eq. (12), 
identically satisfies 

[WI P - PI * i = 0, (13) 

the tinite difference representation of Eq. (ll), provided [w] and [k] are defined 
consistently in Eqs. (12) and (13). 

Turn now to the Vlasov equation, which in linearized form reads 

Here, f” and f are the zero- and first-order particle distribution functions. We 
assume that there are enough particles per grid cell (a half-dozen or so, depending 
on circumstances. See, e.g., [20, Fig. 31) that f”, f, and their hrst derivatives can 
be treated as continuous functions. The force F is taken as a first-order quantity. 
Thus, we exclude from consideration external (i.e., zero-order) <forces. (Langdon 
[21] has considered at length the case of a constant external magnetic field in 
electrostatic simulations.) For definiteness, we consider only the standard leap- 
frog particle integration algorithm, in which particle positions and forces are 
defined at integer times and particle velocities at half-integer times. Note, however, 
that any algorithm differing from leap-frog by terms of second or higher order in 
Fdt must yield the same linear dispersion relation. (Such terms are dropped in 
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linearizing in F.) Charge and current densities are determined at integer and half- 
integer times, respectively. 

Ordinarily, in deriving dispersion relations for particle-codes, one abandons the 
differential form of the linearized Vlasov equation, Eq. (14), in favor of the integral 
form [3,4], using it to interconnectfevaluated at successive integer or half-integer 
time steps. It is, however, possible to proceed directly from the differential equation, 
thereby obtaining a simpler and perhaps more convincing derivation, provided 
one notices an interesting fact: In the leap-frog algorithm, the particle equations 
of motion may be thought of as integrated exactly, although with only approximate 
forces. 

d 
ZXx=“’ 

-$ v = L’m,nF,,&(x - x’) dt s(t - m Lb). 

(15) 

(16) 

Here, (x’)~ = (~&(Ax)~ , with D a vector of indices labeling points on the spatial 
mesh. S,(x) is the interpolation function for the forces. Strictly, FS, should be 
replaced in Eq. (16) by F . S, , S, a matrix of interpolation functions, to allow 
separate interpolation algorithms for the various components of F. For the sake 
of notational simplicity, we forego this minor generalization. The finite difference 
analog of Eq. (14) is, then, simply 

;rct> x, "1 + " * &f(k x, 4 

= -&JL.. - gfOS,(x - x’) At S(t - m At). 

Its Fourier transform reads 

f(w’, k’, v) = iFo,k - ~f”s,(k’)/(w’ - k’ * v), (W 

where o’ = w + pw# and (k‘)$ = (kh + (u)&), , with wg = h/At and (kD)< = 
27r/(Ax), . The indices p and v are analogous to m and n above. 

The force F in Eq. (16) is E + v x B. From Eqs. (9) and (lo), its transform is 

F=i(+--v-A)@i]-i(fw]--[kf*v)A. (19) 

The perturbed charge and current densities are related tofby 

Pm.a = ss 
S,(x - x’)f(m At, x, Y) dx dv, 

im,n = ss S,(x - x’) vf((m + 4) At, x, v) dx dv. 

(20) 

(21) 

SSdI9/1-5 
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S,(x) represents the interpolation algorithms for p and 5, which, incidentally, 
need not be the same [7], although again we do not explicitly take account of this 
possibility. It is, moreover, not always true that p, i, and F are defined on the same 
spatial mesh. However, any resulting phase factors in the Fourier transforms can 
be absorbed into S,(k), so that the form of the equations is unchanged. The same 
is true for any additional smoothing imposed on the charge or currents. 

pw,k = 4&(-k’) 
f 

do’, k’, V) h, (22) 

jw,k = Zw,,S,(-k’)(-1)“ 1 vf(w’, k’, v) dv. (23) 

The factor (-l)“, arising because r is determined at half-integer times, is quite 
sign&ant. 

The foregoing equations can be combined to give 

[co” - k2] 4 + i[o] LI = -Z,,,S,(k’) S,(-k’) 

x I GJI - [kl * 4 A - (4 - v . Nkl) 

* ;j”(d - k’ * v)-’ dv, 

[w” - k2] A + ik] II = -ZIL,J&‘) S,(-k’) 

x I K-lY 6 - BIBI * v/[k12) + Wbl/WN 

x Nbl - [kl .v> A - (4 - v * A)[W 

. ;-“(u’ - k’ . v)-’ dv, 

(24) 

(25) 

or, if the sum on p is explicitly evaluated [22], 

[w” - k2] 4 + i[w] n = -L’$i’,(k’) S,(-k’) I -$ ctn ((w - k’ * v) -$) 

x K[wl - M * 4 A - (4 - v . NM) . ;f” h, (26) 
[w” - k2] A + ip] (1 = -&S&‘) &J-k’) 

x j- [(v - [k][k] . v/[k12) $ csc ((w - k’ . v) +) 

+ OMbl/[k12) -$ ctn ((w - k’ * v) q )I 

{([~I - [kl * v) A - (4 - v * A)[k]} . fro dv. (27) 
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To solve this sytem, we must specify /l. The desired dispersion relations are then 
just the vanishing of the three nontrivial eigenvalues of the matrix of coefficients 
of 4 and A from either (24) and (25) or (26) and (27). The various dispersion 
relations given in the literature can readily be obtained as special cases. 

3. NUMERICAL INSTABILITIES 

It is not possible to provide in a single article any reasonably complete analysis 
of the electromagnetic dispersion relation. We shall, therefore, limit ourselves to 
a few general remarks together with one specific calculation. 

The most striking, though probably not the most important, aberration intro- 
duced by finite differencing is the asymmetry of (26) and (27). Thus, the coefficient 
of A in Eq. (26) does not equal the coefficient of 4 in Eq. (27). There are two sources 
of asymmetry, the factor (- 1)~ in Eq. (25), due to defining j and F at different 
times, and the existence of alias vectors k’ not parallel to [k] (in multidimensional 
simulations). Without symmetry, we cannot guarantee the eigenvalues of the matrix 
of coefficients to be real. What the complete ramifications of this situation are is 
unclear. 

Of more immediate concern is the infinity of additional resonances introduced 
by spatial and temporal aliasing. Each may be thought of as creating nonphysical 
normal modes which are equivalent to physical normal modes in every respect 
but one. The phase velocity w’k’/] k’ I2 is incorrect. Just as the true modes can 
interact to drive two basic instabilities, the Weibel [23] and two-stream [24], so we 
must expect the alias modes to interact with both physical modes and, to a lesser 
extent, one another to trigger analogous numerical instabilities. Indeed, the effects 
of aliases would render particle codes worthless were it not for the fact that most 
of the nonphysical oscillations have very low amplitudes. If, for instance, w’ 
is sufficiently large, the alias phase velocity exceeds that of most particles, so that 
the waves have no source of energy. On the other hand, if k’ is too large, the phase 
velocity falls on the flat, central portion ofjO( and the mode again is but weakly 
coupled to the plasma. Additionally, the interpolation factors S,(k) S,(-k’) 
strongly suppress large k’ modes. Conventional wisdom states that aliases are 
squeezed out between these two limits, if wg dt and kD * Ax are both chosen to 
be modest fractions of unity. The components of k, are the reciprocal Debye 
lengths in the corresponding directions. 

A third major modification of the dispersion relation involves the coefficients 
A * af”/av in Eqs. (26) and (27), in both cases a sum of terms each proportional to 

([co] - F] - v)(dt/2)/sin((w - k’ * v)(~l t/2)). 
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In the limit of vanishing Ax and dt, (28) reduces to unity, and so contributes no 
physical resonances whatever. However, for finite Ax and dt no such cancellation 
occurs, and there are spurious modes for every w’ and k’, including the fundamental 
frequency and wavenumber, o and k. In other words, problems associated with 
the disparity between numerator and denominator persist even when alias effects 
are suppressed. Tracing through the derivation in Section 2, we can see easily 
how the mismatch arises. The numerator of (28) is the finite difference represen- 
tation of w - k * v from the basically Eulerian treatment of interparticle forces, 
while the denominator is a second representation of that same quality but due to 
the Lagrangian treatment of particle positions. In this sense, there is an essential 
incompatibility at the heart of most particle code algorithms. It has been shown that 
the extraneous modes can couple directly into light waves of matching phase 
velocity to produce a violent numerical instability. What effect, if any, these modes 
have upon electrostatic oscillations is, as yet, unknown. 

The Coulomb gauge, 

k] * A = 0, (29 

is most commonly employed in plasma simulations. Specializing to this gauge, 
we obtain from Eqs. (24) and (25) 

[k12 I$ = &&(k’) S,(-k’) / (w’ - k’ . v)-’ 

x {([co] - [k] * v) A - (4 - v * A)[k]) . ;f” dv, 

[w” - k2] A = -&J&c’) S,(-k’)(-1)“ j” v&o’ - k’ . v)-’ 

x {([co] - [k] * v) A - (4 - v . A)[k]} * ;j” dv. 

By v, we mean the component of v perpendicular to [k], 

VI = v - [km1 - v/Pd2. 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

Note that no generality has been lost in choosing (29), since for any differencing 
scheme in any gauge one can always construct an equivalent scheme in any other 
gauge. 

The Maxwellian distribution is a convenient choice for f”(v) in that we are able 
to evaluate explicitly all the integrals in (30) and (31). It is, moreover, a rational 
starting point for any general stability analysis, since an algorithm incapable of 
treating a physically stable equilibrium distribution is almost certainly of little 
use in simulating more complicated plasma configurations, where it may not be 
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possible to distinguish between real and numerical phenomena. With a modest 
amount of algebra, we find 

[ky # = &,S,(k’) S,(--k’) @I - “‘$ ,$I k’ * * Z’((), (33) 

[w” - k12 A = &,,S,(k’) S2(-k’)(-l)u 

x M-k 

( I ( 

1 + @I I k’ I2 
lk’12- w’[k] . k’ - 1) @(&I + ; ZYO/ * 

[k] . k’+ - [co] k’ . A 

I k’ I2 
c-ml - WI}). (34) 

Z(5) and Z’(5) are the plasma dispersion function and its first derivative [25] 
with argument 

~=w’/~/zIk’Iu,. (35) 

The quantity k,’ is that part of k’ perpendicular to [k], while uT is the plasma 
thermal velocity. 

For one-dimensional simulations, in which lJc] and k’ are parallel, Eqs. (33) 
and (34) decouple. Langdon and others have studied in detail the resulting electro- 
static dispersion relation [4, 51. The transverse electromagnetic dispersion relation 
may conveniently be rewritten as 

[OS - k2] = C,*,S,(k’) S,(--k/)(-11)11 ([w]/w’ - 2[k]/k’) (Z((). (36) 

There are many ways in which Eq. (36) can give unstable modes of oscillation. In 
the first place, the vacuum equation [w2 - k2] = 0 may itself predict instability, 
for k near km, = k,/2. As explained in the Introduction, stability of the vacuum 
equation implies the Courant condition that dt be less than some expression 
involving dx, often simply dt 6 dx. When plasma reactance from the right side 
of Eq. (36) is included, a more restrictive Courant condition becomes necessary. 
However, it is easy to show that for realistic simulation parameters the change in 
Courant condition is minor. (For an example of the influence of plasma reactance 
on light wave stability, see Ref. [3, Section 51.) In any event, by choosing dt 
sufficiently small one can always avoid such instabilities. 

If we could neglect all but the p = v = 0 term in the double sum in Eq. (36), we 
would find that light waves are Landau-damped at a rate given approximately 
by 7r1/2[ exp(-5). For vT small, as is appropriate to nonrelativistic simulations, 
the damping is quite weak and so is unobjectionable. In fact, the aliases usually 
are not negligible, and each contributes a term like that of the fundamental but 
multiplied by the corresponding coefficient of -52(c) from (36). Since the coeffi- 
cients are of both signs, some contribute to Landau growth rather than damping. 
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Determining analytically which dominates is a messy process, more so than in 
the electrostatic case, because time aliases cannot be ignored. Nonetheless, the 
results are very similar to those of electrostatic simulations, namely, that 
appreciable instability occurs only for Ax/X, > 1. However, instability growth 
rates are smaller by factors of order uT 2 In combination, these two rules indicate . 
that dx must be of order unity for strong numerical growth, but such large cells 
are objectionable for other reasons and in practice would scarcely ever be employed. 
Figure 1 gives the frequencies and growth rates computed numerically from 
Eq. (36) for the differencing scheme described in Section 4 of Ref. [3] with 
At = Ax s= 0.2, X, = 0.1, /3 = -0.01, and N = 1. Note that /3 is reduced slightly 
from its ideal value of zero in order to avoid possible reactive effects. 

FIG. I. Numerical solution of Eq. (36) for the “implicit differencing scheme” [3,8] with 
Ax = At = 0.2, j3 = -0.01, and AD = 0.1. 

These conclusions do not, incidentally, necessarily hold true for relativistic 
simulations, in which ajo/& often is very large near v = 1. A single time alias 
with phase velocity in this region possibly could dominate the sum in (36), providing 
strong Landau-growth irrespective of Ax/AD . The only reasonably sure way to 
guarantee stability here is to force w/k > 1, although use of an “energy-conserving” 
scheme [7] might help. 

In the absence of numerical distortion, Eq. (36) also admits zero-frequency 
solutions heavily damped except near k = 0. One expects that the addition of 
aliases might drive this mode unstable, creating something reminiscent of a Weibel 
instability [23]. For this to happen, the right side of Eq. (36) must be negative for 
k small. Because of the many terms involved, we have not sought analytic criteria 
for’instability. Instead, a brief computational search of (36) for low-frequency 
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numerical instabilities was carried out but proved unsuccessful. This does not, 
of course, preclude such instabilities. 

Returning to the multidimensional simulation dispersion relations of Eqs. (33) 
and (34), we encounter only two qualitatively new features, alias wavevectors not 
parallel to p] and coupling between longitudinal and transverse modes. The first 
of these should not prove too important for electrostatic or high-frequency 
electromagnetic waves, since alias contributions to Landau growth tend to be 
proportional to F] * k’. Counterstreaming aliases remain, in general, the most 
significant. It is possible, however, that off-angle aliases may produce the 
appearance of temperature anisotrophy, increasing the chances for spurious 
Weibel instabilities. This seems especially likely, if an anisotrophic grid is employed. 
The consequence of coupling between (33) and (34) remains an open question. 

We have not yet encountered the numerical Cherenkov instability per se. In 
order to investigate its interesting behavior, let us expand Eq. (31) for small Im(w) 
to obtain, for [k] > 0, 

Im(w) M 7r&J1(k’) S,( --k’)(P)-l (- l)u [k] ~(v,2)(~‘/k’)/~~ 

- (fO)(w’/k’)([w] - w’[k]/k’)/a[w2 - kyfko, (37) 

where 

<f”>(u) = j foe4 v3 dv, 7 (38) 

(UL2)(4 = j fO@, v3 U12 dv, ' 

For simplicity, we have assumed a one-dimensional simulation with fO(a, vA) 
isotropic in the transverse velocities. 

When thermal velocities are comparatively small, as in beam problems, the 
term containing (u,~) (a) can be ignored. Moreover, with ( f”) (a) sharply peaked, 
usually only one alias contributes strongly to the sum. 

Im(o) 5% -m!qk’) S,(--k’)(k’)-y- l)~(fO)(w’/k’)([w] - w’[k]//Y)/+J2 - k”]/&J 
(40) 

With this expression all the qualitative results of Ref. [3] on the Cherenkov 
instability can be reproduced straightforwardly. Incidentally, working back from 
Eq. (40) into Section 2, one finds that the Cherenkov instability arises when, due 
to numerical effects, resonant particle velocities oscillate in phase, rather than 
180” out of phase, with the vector potential of a light wave. 

To the extent that thermal effects, as represented by the a(~,~)/& term, are not 
negligible, they tend to ameliorate the Cherenkov instability. 
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4. LAGRANGIAN TREATMENT OF VELOCITIES 

The analysis we have performed thus far depends to a fair degree on the particle 
velocity dilferencing scheme, represented by Eqs. (16) and (19). These expressions 
constitute a natural finite difference representation of the differential equation 

d 
p=E+vxB. (41) 

Let us recast (41) into the equivalent form [26], 

& (v + A) = V(v . A - 6). (42) 

The combination v + A is, of course, the particle canonical momentum. A part 
of the force is now in the form of a total, or convective, derivative dA/dt, which can 
be finite differenced within the Lagrangian rather than the Eulerian framework. 
This seemingly small change is, in fact, critical : By partially removing the Eulerian- 
Lagrangian mismatch previously discussed, we eliminate the Cherenkov instability. 

The leap-frog algorithm corresponding to Eq. (42) can be represented as 

4 v = zn.“w?n-cl/z,..~dx - v At/2 - x’> 

- ~L+m,&(x + v 42 - x’> + Fm,n&b - x’> AtI W - m At>, (43) 

where by F we mean the finite difference expression for V(v * A - $). Once again, 
the interpolation functions S,(x) are taken to be the same only for notational 
simplicity. (In practice, one may wish to use only an approximation to (43) in 
order to increase computation speed; see the Appendix. So long as the algorithm 
actually employed agrees to first order with the center-differenced-scheme, and no 
external fields are involved, the linear dispersion relations are unchanged.) If, 
now, we repeat the derivation of Section 2, replacing (16) by (43), we find that 
Eqs. (24~(27) are unchanged except for the substitution 

([w] - b] - v) At/2 -+ sin((w - k’ * v) At/2). (44) 

The replacement is precisely that needed to reduce (28) to unity, so that the 
Cherenkov instability is indeed eliminated. 

In most instances the Cherenkov modes are removed only at the cost of intro- 
ducing a spurious low-frequency electrostatic mode, typically leading to severe 
instability. However, in contrast to the conventional differencing schemes of the 
preceding section, the present algorithm is not gauge invariant: The use of differing 
gauges yields differing stability properties. In particular, the Coulomb gauge, 
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because it explicitly separates the longitudinal and transverse fields equations, 
is not subject to this new numerical problem. (This situation is more readily 
understandable within the context of finite element methods [27].) Invoking this 
gauge, we obtain 

[k2] # = &Jl(k’) S,(-k’) 1 {cos ((w - k’ . v) $) A 

- (cd - k’ - v)-’ (4 - v - A)[k]/ . g dv, (45) 

[w” - k2] A = .ZJ,(k’) S,(-k’) /A - (-1)” / V&J’ - k’ * v)-’ 

x (4 - v * A)[k] * g dvl. (46) 

Both (45) and (46) are somewhat simpler than their counterparts (30) and (31) 
of Section 3. The unusual cosine term in Eq. (45) should prove to be comparatively 
unimportant, since it is of order (LI~)~ and involves no resonances. 

For the reasons outlined in Section 3, we specialize to the case of a Maxwellian 
simulation plasma, obtaining 

[k21 4 = JLW’> S2C-W 

x (++ 1 4 - “‘y k’ I2 Z’(i) + $; ;; ur z(q 

- G sin (w $) exp(-k’2ur2 dt2/8) k’ * Al, (47) 

b2 - k21 A = T,,,W’) S2(--k’) (11 + $$T+ Z(O! A 

[k] . k’cj - [w] k’ . A 

I k’ I2 
@(O - 5Wl). (48) 

The analysis of Eqs. (47) and (48) for one-dimensional simulations yields results 
similar to those previously obtained for Eqs. (33) and (34). The growth rates of 
numerical high-frequency electromagnetic instabilities are reduced somewhat, 
though this hardly seems important. Figure 2 illustrates the change. Again, we 
have been unable to find any low-frequency instabilities. For multidimensional 
simulations, the coupling between longitudinal and transverse waves probably 
is a bit stronger here due to the added terms in Eq. (47). We suspect that this extra 
coupling does not significantly modify stability properties, especially for modest 
values of dt and dx. 
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energy conservation. The exact (not linearized as in Eq. (17)) Vlasov equation for 
the standard time-centered leap-frog algorithm is 

gf+ v - -&f + Zn.n(%. + v x %d) 

* #+(x - x’) At S(t - m .4t) = 0. 

Taking the first velocity moment and then integrating over x gives us the time 
rate of change of the particle momentum, 

where 

(50) 

Pm.. = ss S,(x - x’) f(m At, x, v) dx dv, (51) 

im.. = ss 
S,(x - x’) vf(m At, x, v) dx dv. (52) 

We would like to eliminate p and i in terms of E and B via Maxwell’s equations 
in order to obtain the Poynting flux on the right side of Eq. (50), thereby demon- 
strating conservation of total (i.e., particle plus field) momentum. However, 
p an j, not p and 5, appear in the finite differenced Maxwell’s equations of 
Section 2. We can arrange that p = p by choosing S, = S, , but j and i can never 
be equal, or even related in a simple way, because they are defined at different 
times. Therefore, total momentum is never conserved except in the special case 
of S, = S, in an electrostatic simulation. 

Similarly, we obtain the time evolution of the particle energy by forming the 
second velocity moment of (49), 

u m+(112) - V,41/2) = Gin,n * Em,, . (53) 

Here, clearly, the right side ofEq. (53)cannot under any circumstance be transformed 
into the field energy, so the total energy is never conserved exactly. For both energy 
and momentum, the lack of an exact conservation law is due to determining the 
current at a time different from that of the forces. Defining both at the same time, 
on the other hand, does not seem practical. Fortunately, experience indicates 
that energy and momentum are, in general, approximately conserved to sufficiently 
high order. The dilemma posed is, therefore, not burdensome in practice. 

We have calculated corresponding expressions for the canonical momentum 
algorithm, although the results are too cumbersome to be reproduced profitably 
here. Again, usually neither momentum nor energy is conserved exactly. There is, 
however, one important exception: If total momentum is defined as the sum of 
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particle canonical momenta, then it is conserved in those directions along which 
there is no spatial variation. Because this result follows directly from Eq. (42), 
it is true even for many non-time centered schemes. 

The existence of simulation particle exact equations of motion should make 
possible other interesting, and certainly more powerful, studies. In particular, 
the development of multiparticle correlation functions and their associated theory 
[30] suggests itself. From there, one could use simulations to test some of the 
basic statistical assumptions on which much of plasma theory is based. All this 
is, of course, no small undertaking. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of our analysis, it appears that the numerical stability problems 
encountered in multidimensional electromagnetic plasma simulations should be 
no more severe than those dealt with at present in one-dimensional electrostatic 
simulations, provided the canonical momentum algorithm is used. However, we 
will have greater confidence when investigations with non-Maxwellian distributions 
have been performed and the effects of coupling between longitudinal and trans- 
verse modes better delineated. The need to consider external fields and nonperiodic 
boundary conditions must also be stressed. Most of all, considerably more practical 
experience is required. 

APPENDIX 

It is quite convenient to implement the canonical momentum algorithm of 
Section 4 for one-dimensional electromagnetic simulations, because longitudinal 
and transverse quantities are so weakly coupled. For nonrelativistic problems 
exact time-centering is possible [12] (Nielson [31] has independently considered 
nonrelativistic implementations in both one and two dimensions), 

vLm = pl”(e/mc) - /jl;f+(1/2) + /pl’2)], 
Vm+(l/2) = ~dli2) + (E" + ~VLm(d/fkc)[A~+'1'2' + Al-'""'])(e/m) Lit, 

X n+1= X" + p+(1/2) At, 

m+1 _ P, -P,". 

Here, X is the particle position, V the longitudinal velocity, E the electrostatic 
field, V, the transverse velocity, P, the transverse canonical momentum, and A, 
the transverse vector potential. The species charge to mass ratio is e/m. 
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For consistancy as well as convenience, A, is treated by linear interpolation, 
while dAl/dx is treated by nearest grid point interpolation. The electric field E 
can be area-weighted by either method, depending on one’s taste. Change and 
current are computed in the usual way at integer and half-integers times, respec- 
tively, by linear interpolation. The field-solving algorithm is described in Ref. [3, 
Section 41, although other methods are acceptable. 

It appears necessary to sacrifice time-centering for relativistic simulations 
employing the canonical momentum approach, since the relativistic energy 
factor y appears in the equations of motion. However, second-order-accurate 
noncentered algorithms prove satisfactory in practice. 

Implementation in two dimensions is currently under investigation. 
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